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the 2ha site selected around the given point. this site is de?ned by?
conocrd turnpike to the north, commuter rail to the south,
assabet river to the east, and warner's pond to the east,
and accessible from commonwealth avenue.
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Reviewed
Maki,These maps are very clear.  You have a good sense of what the data are sayiung and their level of precision.  Your data CD is organized well and the maps work.  Thanks.
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mass gis: 3m contours, conocrd gis: river

the site sits on the lower plain of the town. the terrain elevaton?
descends gradually to south east, toward assabet river,
and then drops at the edge of the river.
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Clear and simple
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mass gis: road/ concord gis: landuse 1999

the higher side, away from the river, is saved for the residensial use.
the lower area is used for industrial buildings. a wastewater disposal is
located at he edge of the river, and the rest of the area along the river is vegetated.
across the river, to the east sits an industrial buiding with a huge parking lot.
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Note
Good
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carver loamy coarse sand
deerfield loamy sand
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mass gis: 3m contours, conocrd gis: soils 2005

the soil condition around the site is basically sandy, and sift
from fine sandy loam of the river bank, to more coarse loamy
sand of the higher area. the soils of the residencial and
industrial areas have been manipulated.

pbcote
Note
This is a very clear and useful discussion of the relationship of elevation and soils.
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apparently, accuracy of the usgs gap data should be improved.
however, it offers the rough image of the site, where the lower area
along the river is forested wetland (blue), and the higher area is
residential site with some maple dominant forests left (red to green).

source
mass gis: road, usgs gap, concord gis: road/ building/river
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Note
Good.




